
 

YOUR ADVANTAGES 

HOW TO JOIN GINETEX
AS GLOBAL USER

  have the right to use the GINETEX symbols worldwide
  make use of a strong brand recognised by producers, retailers 

 and consumers
  be able to profit from the worldwide coordination of the system 
  benefit from the Technical Booklet 
  get all the technical specification and conditions of use for a  

 correct care labelling
  directly receive the latest information on changes and addi-

 tions to the system, new symbols or updates
  benefit from a network providing solutions for problems on 

 care labelling
  get a CD-Rom with the graphics of the care labelling symbols 
  be able to submitt proposals for changes and additions

  be a multinational company   

  have branches in different countries

  procure and sell articles worldwide

  use the registered care labelling symbols on textile products

  pay an annual fee



   

YOUR ADVANTAGES 

HOW TO JOIN GINETEX
AS GLOBAL REPRODUCER

  have the right to reproduce or provide the GINETEX symbols  
 worldwide

  make use of a strong brand recognised by producers, retailers 
 and consumers

  be able to profit from a worldwide coordination of the system 
  directly receive the latest information on changes and additions 

 to the system, new symbols or updates
  benefit from a network providing solutions for problems on care 

 labelling
  get a CD-Rom with the graphics of the care labelling symbols 
  be able to submitt proposals for changes and additions

  be a label producer or

  be a software supplier or

  be a appliance manufacturer ( washing machines, tumblers etc. )

  reproduce or supply the graphics of the registered care labelling symbols 

  pay an annual fee



 

YOUR ADVANTAGES 

HOW TO JOIN GINETEX
AS MEMBER

  property rights of the trademarks for your territory
  full voting rights  
  involvement in decision making in the Governing Body as well 

 as in the General Assembly
  membership of the Technical Committee
  involvement in work on the care labelling system
  access to technical and legal information 
  networking opportunities

  be an independent National Committee for Textile Care Labelling   

  have a valid legal structure according to the law of the respective country 

  be represented by all branches of the textile chain

  have authority and capacity to enforce GINETEX decisions

  recognise GINETEX‘s ownership of the trademarks

  pay an annual fee



   

YOUR ADVANTAGES 

HOW TO JOIN GINETEX
AS OBSERVER MEMBER

  participation in the meetings of the Governing Body and the  
 General Assembly

  access to GINETEX expertise
  networking opportunities
  possibility to create a specific Committee during the period of 

 observer membership 

  be a Standardization Body or

  be a Private Organisation with a special interest in care labelling or

  be a Governmental Organisation

  pay an annual fee

  have a period of three years before taking advantage of a full GINETEX membership


